We have developed a quantitative model describing the refilling of the sarcoplasmic reticulum during asynchronous [Ca 2+ ] i oscillations in smooth muscle cells of the rabbit inferior vena cava. We have combined confocal microscopy data on the [Ca 2+ ] i oscillations, force transduction data from cell contraction studies and electron microscopy images to build a basis for computational simulations that model the transport of calcium ions from Na + /Ca 2+ exchangers on the plasma membrane (PM) to sarcoplasmic/endoplasmic reticulum Ca 2+ AT-Pase (SERCA) pumps on the sarcoplasmic reticulum (SR) as a three-dimensional random walk through the PM-SR junctional spaces. Electron microscopy ultrastructural images of the cells were elaborated with software algorithms to produce a very clear and dimensionally accurate picture of the junctions. With this study, we conclude that it is plausible and possible for enough Ca 2+ to pass through these junctional spaces to sustain the observed asynchronous oscillations during tonic contractions of vascular smooth muscle cells.
INTRODUCTION
There is considerable current interest in the mechanisms whereby the intracellular messenger Ca 2+ is able to signal different cellular functions, such as contraction, proliferation, migration and apoptosis as dictated by variable physiological stimuli or pathological insult. This plasticity of Ca 2+ signaling is dependant on the coordinated activity of the various Ca 2+ channels, pumps and exchangers located in the plasma membrane (PM), sarcoplasmic reticulum (SR) and mitochondria to generate transient or steady-state cytoplasmic Ca 2+ gradients near Ca 2+ -sensitive enzymes and ion channels. The essence of this process is an ultra-structural arrangement of the organelles that allows Ca 2+ to flow from a source, e.g., a channel or NCX to a Ca 2+ sink, e.g., SERCA across a cytoplasmic micro-domain with restricted diffusional characteristics, which prevent equilibration with the bulk of the cytoplasmic Ca 2+ [6, 7, 8] . In this communication, we present a specific quantitative model for type of linked Ca 2+ transport, which in this case serves to refill the SR during agonist-induced waves of SR release in vascular smooth muscle (VSM). However it is implied that similar mechanisms may underlie the generation of different sub-cellular Ca 2+ gradients involved in regulating other cellular processes.
Iino discovered that activation of large arteries involved the generation and maintenance of repetitive asynchronous Ca 2+ waves along the length of smooth muscle cells [1] . In a series of papers [2, 3, 4, 5] , we have investigated their mechanisms in the inferior vena cava (IVC) of the rabbit and elucidated the following serial events [2] : 1) activation of IP 3 receptor channels as the first event in the signaling sequence of phenylephrine (PE)mediated [Ca 2+ ] i oscillations leading to smooth muscle contraction; 2) activation of nonselective cation channels (NSCC; e.g., receptor-and store-operated channels, ROCs/SOCs), causing entrance of Na + , as well as of a small fraction of Ca 2+ , into the junctional cytosol, and allowing operation of the Na + /Ca 2+ exchanger (NCX) to switch to Ca 2+ influx mode; 3) reversal (Ca 2+ influx) of Na + /Ca 2+ exchanger contributes the largest fraction of calcium into the junction and is an essential step in the chain of events giving rise to maintained asynchronous oscillations, as demonstrated by the effect of its blockage [2] ; 4) opening of L-type voltage gated Ca 2+ channels (VGCCs), through which additional Ca 2+ enters the cell; 5) the sarcoplasmic/endoplasmic reticulum Ca 2+ ATPase (SERCA) pumps Ca 2+ into the lumen of the junctional SR (jSR) and thus plays a fundamental role in the refilling of the sarcoplasmic reticulum (SR), as the blockage of their operation completely abolishes oscillations.
Fundamentally, our previous findings reveal that the bulk of Ca 2+ reloading of the SR is mediated by the reversal of the NCX in the plasma membrane (PM) and the SERCA in the SR. We postulated that this process required a junctional complex made up of closely apposed PM and SR membranes separated by a narrow space characterized by restricted diffusion of calcium ions and minimal loss of them to the bulk cytosol. In support of the requirement of existence of PM-SR junctions for the maintenance of Ca 2+ oscillations was the disappearance of the latter upon experimental separation of the two membranes [9] . Electron microscopic analysis revealed a concentration dependent dissociation of superficial SR from the PM, i.e, a loss of PM-SR junctional complexes, occurring at the same concentrations that caused oscillation inhibition [9] . However, general acceptance of the functional linkage between NCX and SERCA requires, besides experimental evidence, a quantitative demonstration that efficient, linked Ca 2+ transport is indeed plausible. We therefore carefully re-examined the ultrastructural characteristics of the PM-SR junctions in the rabbit IVC by electron microscopy in conjunction with three-dimensional reconstruction software tools, estimated from the literature what the magnitude of the junctional fluxes would have to be in order to fulfill their function and applied these geometric and dynamic parameters to a mathematical model based on random walk simulations. The excellent fit between the computed fluxes and experimental data led to the conclusion that junctional Ca 2+ transport can be highly efficient in refilling the SR to maintain the observed Ca 2+ oscillations.
METHODS

Tissue preparation
All the experiments and procedures were carried out in accordance with the guidelines of the University of British Columbia Animal Care Committee (protocol number: A990290). Detailed methods have been previously described for this preparation in references [4] and [5] . Male New Zealand White rabbits (1.5-2.5 kg, obtained from Animal Care, University of British Columbia) were sacrificed by CO 2 asphyxiation and then exsanguinated. The IVC was removed, cleaned of surrounding connective tissue and then inverted. The endothelium was removed by gently wiping it with filter paper and the inverted vessel was then dissected into multiple ring segments that were 4 mm in width.
Confocal [Ca 2+ ] i measurements
The details of the confocal Ca 2+ imaging method have been described in previous work. Briefly, the inverted IVC rings were loaded with fluo-4 AM (5 µM, with 5 µM pluronic F-127) for 90 min at 25 • C and then left to equilibrate for 30 minutes in normal PSS. The changes in [Ca 2+ ] i were measured using an inverted Leica TCS SP2 AOBS, laser scanning confocal microscope with an air 10X (numerical aperture 0.3) lens. The tissue was illuminated using the 488 nm line of an Ar-Kr laser and a high-gain photomultiplier tube collected the emission at wavelengths between 505 nm and 550 nm. The acquisition rate was 3 frame/second. The 
Electron microscopy study
Details of the electron microscopy study have been described previously. The primary fixative solution contained 1.5% glutaraldehyde, 1.5% paraformaldehyde and 1% tannic acid in 0.1 M sodium cacodylate buffer that was pre-warmed to the same temperature as the experimental buffer solution (37 • C). The rings of rabbit IVC were fixed at 37 • C for 10 minutes, then dissected into small blocks, approximately 1 mm×0.5 mm×0.2 mm in size and put in the same fixative for 2 h at 4 • C on a shaker. The blocks were then washed three times in 0.1 M sodium cacodylate (30 min). In the process of secondary fixation, the blocks were post-fixed with 1% OsO4 in 0.1 M sodium cacodylate buffer for 1 h followed by three washes with distilled water (30 min). The blocks were then further treated with 1% uranyl acetate for 1 h (en bloc staining) followed by three washes with distilled water. Increasing concentrations of ethanol (50, 70, 80, 90 and 95%) were used (10 min each) in the process of gradient dehydration. 100% ethanol and propylene oxide were used (three 10 min washes each) for the final process of dehydration. The blocks were infiltrated in the resin (TAAB 812 mix, medium hardness) and then embedded in molds and polymerized in an oven at 60 • C for 8 h. The embedded blocks were serial-sectioned on a microtome using a diamond knife at the thickness of 80 nm. The serial sections were then stained with 1% uranyl acetate and Reynolds lead citrate for 4 and 3 min, respectively. Images were obtained with a Phillips 300 electron microscope at 80 kV. The images of serial sections were further processed using Adobe Photoshop software. The plasma membrane and sarcoplamic reticulum were delineated and pseudo-colored by red channel and green channel, respectively. The serial images are further rendered and processed using the Volume J plugin in the Image J software [10].
Simulations
The computational simulations were produced by custom software code written in the C programming language on the Linux operating system [11] .
Random walk simulations were implemented by using the standard pseudo-random number generator of the operating system. The pseudo-random number generator was tested separately to ensure that the degree of randomness of the generated data was adequate for our purposes.
The simulations were compiled and run on the PIII Linux cluster of the Department of Physics and Astronomy of The University of British Columbia [12].
RESULTS
Confocal microscopy studies
In intact rabbit IVC preparation, laser scanning confocal microscopy of Fluo 4-AM was used to image subcellular Ca 2+ waves of individual smooth muscle cells. PE (5µM) elicited a rapid rise in [Ca 2+ ] i that appears in the form of asynchronous Ca 2+ waves. The images acquired from laser scanning confocal microscopy were plotted according to its time series. The representative trace shows fluctuating [Ca 2+ ] i elicited by PE. The PE-induced Ca 2+ waves are abolished in the presence of KBR, an NCX reverse-mode inhibitor. The trace of PE-induced Ca 2+ waves show a decrease in amplitude after inhibition of NCX reverse mode, suggesting that NCX reverse mode may contribute to maintaining the propagation of PEinduced Ca2+ waves. Previously [2], a similar effect was observed, however, the results we report in Fig. 1 show the onset of this phenomenon. The fact that it takes a few oscillations for the [Ca 2+ ] i to cease argues in favour of the role of the NCX in refilling the SR, rather than suggesting that the initial Ca 2+ supply to the cytoplasm is involved in this action.
Electron microscopy studies
Images of the ultrastructure of vascular smooth muscle cells from the IVC of the rabbit obtained by electron microscopy are of pivotal importance for the development of the model for junctional space Ca 2+ transport we present in this article.
By the methods described in Sec. 2.3, we have first generated a series of images in sequence from 80 nm thick slices of a smooth muscle cell. Sets of ultrastructural images were then stacked as shown in Fig. 2 to be able to achieve a complete picture of the conformation of the PM-SR diffusional barriers, by adding depth information (z-direction in Fig. 2 ) to the two-dimensional sections.
We then combined the stacked serial sections and linked them together by applying a linear regression algorithm (as described in the Methods section) to the software files representing the image of each section to build pseudo-colour three-dimensional reconstructions of the PM-SR junctional regions of our sample cells. A picture of such a reconstruction from one of the sequences of images is reported in Fig. 3 . In it, the plasmalemma is visible in red, the sarcoplasmic reticulum in green, while the junctional spaces are indicated by white arrows. The four parts of Fig. 3 are snapshots of the movie supplied as an online supplement to this article.
Another important piece of information supporting the reliability of our Ca 2+ transport model is the observation of the typical location and density of Na + /Ca 2+ exchangers in the regions of the PM that appose the narrow junctional space. This type of information was obtained by immuno-labeling gold particles against NCX transporter proteins and by then imaging the cells to visualize the particle localization. From sets of images such as that depicted in Fig. 4 , we were able to measure that the NCX surface density in the PM of our cells is (100 ± 35) µm −2 in regions belonging to PM-SR junctions, while it is (4.0 ± 1.3) µm −2 in non-junctional regions of the PM. In areas of the PM not apposing SR, namely, not forming shallow junctional spaces, the measured NCX density is then lower by a factor of 25, indicating that Na + /Ca 2+ exchangers concentrate preferentially in junctional regions of the cell membrane.
Model foundation
Two main sets of information constitute the basis of our computational model. Firstly, a survey of the literature indicates that for each full contractile activation of a typical smooth muscle cell, the amount of Ca 2+ supplied to the myoplasm (∆Ca 2+ ) is of the order of 100 µmol per litre of cells [6, 13, 14] . In our junctional refilling model, this quantity is released from the SR while the SR is replenished via Ca 2+ entry through the PM-SR junction [7] . The second information set relates to ultrastructural images obtained by electron microscopy, we have gathered information on several physical features of the cells, such as the location of junctional spaces between the plasma membrane and the sarcoplasmic reticulum (PM-SR junctions), their typical geometrical shapes and dimensions [4] . The latter reveal that about 15% of smooth muscle cell PM is closely apposed by sections of SR surface, thereby forming a number of PM-SR junctions around the periphery of each smooth muscle cell. Furthermore, these images suggest that the typical junction is about 20 nm in height and extends in two dimensions for about 400 nm.
The idea then is that to replenish the sarcoplasmic reticulum after full contraction, about 100 µmol of Ca 2+ per litre of cells must enter the cell from the extracellular space (mainly through the Na + /Ca 2+ exchanger), traverse the junctional spaces, and enter the SR (via the SERCA pumps on the SR surface facing the PM). This number may be an overestimation as it assumes for simplicity of the model that there is no direct recycling of Ca 2+ between the cytoplasm and the SR.
Using the typically observed and reported sizes and shapes, we model the smooth muscle cell as a long and thin cylinder about 150 µm long and 3 µm in diameter ( Fig. 5 ). We furthermore estimate the average number of junctions in a cell, by recalling that: 1) the fraction of PM surface facing junctional spaces (A ΣJS ) is 15% of the smooth muscle cell surface (A SMC ), which from the dimensions above is about 1.4×10 −9 m 2 , hence A ΣJS = 2.1×10 −10 m 2 ; 2) the surface area of the portion of PM apposing one typical junction is approximately A JS ≃ 1.6 × 10 −13 m 2 . Then, the ratio A ΣJS /A JS produces an estimate of the average 
where N A is Avogadro's number and V SMC is the volume of a smooth muscle cell in liters (about 1 pL for our chosen cell geometry). Hence, during each contractile activation, we expect about N Ca 2+ /1300 ≃ 5 × 10 4 ions crossing each junction.
From this estimate coupled with [Ca 2+ ] oscillation data, we can also calculate the number of ions traversing a junction per unit time during contraction. Ca 2+ wave data from studies of the rabbit IVC show that oscillations occur with a frequency of about 0.5 Hz [2] , or a period T of 2 s. Based on the observation that it takes around 125 oscillations to achieve full contraction, and the assumption that cellular Ca 2+ influx happens only during the second half of each oscillation period, we then estimate that there will be 5 × 10 4 /(125 × T /2) ≃ 400 ∆Ca 2+ /s traversing each junction during contraction.
As anticipated in the introduction, earlier observations from this laboratory established that it is mainly through the Na + /Ca 2+ exchangers working in Ca 2+ influx mode that the flux of Ca 2+ just estimated enters the junctions [2] . Thus, another important ingredient necessary for the computational model is information on the typical number of Na + /Ca 2+ exchangers per junction in our cells. (We will later refer to these Na + /Ca 2+ exchangers as sources.) We described previously in section 3.2 that ultrastructural electron microscopic images of smooth muscle cell slices obtained with immunolabeled gold particles yield a surface density of Na + /Ca 2+ exchangers in the junctional sections of the PM of our cells. Transforming those measured densities to suit the typical dimensions of the junctions we observe (extending on average 400 nm in the two dimensions parallel to the PM), we can expect 16 ± 8 NCXs per junction.
Another approach to the estimation of Na + /Ca 2+ exchanger density in our cells, based on NCX turnover rate data, lends support to this finding. Hilgemann has determined that maximal NCX1.1 turnover rates in cardiac cells range from 1500 s −1 to 5000 s −1 [15, 16] . It is more difficult to find reports of accurate measurements of this quantity for smooth muscle cells, where the Na + /Ca 2+ exchanger isoforms NCX1.3 and NCX1.7 are predominantly expressed [17, 18, 19] . Earlier, some experimenters have reported Na + /Ca 2+ exchanger V max values about one order of magnitude lower in bovine and porcine arteries than the values known then for cardiac cells [20, 21] .) For the purposes of this discussion, we will assume that the same difference in turnover rates between cardiac and smooth muscle cell Na + /Ca 2+ exchange applies to our system. Under the physiological conditions present during the sarcoplasmic reticulum refilling phase observed in the rabbit IVC, it is plausible to expect a Na + concentration ([Na + ]) around 20 mM, which is indeed sufficient to switch the NCX to Ca 2+ influx mode, but just barely (we discuss this matter further in section 4). It is then likely that the exchangers will be working at a much lower turnover rate than maximal. From to data on cardiac studies on the peak outward current of the NCX1.1 as a function of [Na + ] [22] , we estimated that the turnover rate at the conditions in our junction is only a few tens per second. It is then clear that 10 to 20 Na + /Ca 2+ exchangers per junction will suffice to provide the ionic rate calculated above.
It is interesting to use the calculations above together with data on dimensions of the typical smooth muscle cell junctions to build a picture of the crowdedness of our model junction in terms of Ca 2+ . Representing a typical junction with a parallelepiped of side 400 nm and height 20 nm (hence a volume of 3.2 × 10 −18 L) ( Fig. 6) , the previously calculated flux per cycle yields a junctional Ca 2+ concentration of about 200 µM. Under these conditions, assuming a Ca 2+ is a little sphere of radius equal to the atomic Bohr radius of calcium (0.2 nm), then, if each ion were the size of an apple, the next nearest ion would on average be more than three meters away. This Ca 2+ density in the junctions is sufficiently low that we can attempt to describe their trajectories by treating ions as individual units, moving through the junction in a random walk fashion due to diffusion in the junctional cytosol.
Computational Model
As indicated earlier, electron microscopic ultrastructural evidence yields information on the density of Na + /Ca 2+ exchangers in smooth muscle cell junctions-as well as in non-junctional spaces-by means of gold particle immunolabeling. On the other hand, information on the density of SERCA pumps on the sarcoplasmic reticulum surface side of junctional spaces is not as easily available, nor as accurate. The maximum number of pumps to distribute on the junctional SR (jSR) of the model junction is determined using estimations of the number of pumps per cell from data in the literature ( [23, 24, 25, 26] ) and approximate measurements of the ratio between jSR and total SR obtained from our own ultrastructural images of IVC smooth muscle cells. Due to a relatively large uncertainty in the junctional SERCA density, this quantity was eventually left as a variable in the model. We expand on this matter further in the next section, where we discuss the results of our simulations.
With the information above and in the previous section, the geometry of our numerical simulations can be set up as illustrated in Fig. 6 , where the parallelepipedal shape of the model junction is arbitrarily chosen in the interest of ease of implementation in the simulations. Inside the junctions, thermal agitation, collisions with other ions, molecules, and the interactions with the junctional PM (jPM) and the jSR membranes give rise to very complicated paths for the free Ca 2+ entering the junctions on their way to the SERCA pumps refilling the SR. Ionic trajectories under these conditions are virtually impossible to resolve deterministically by solution of the equations of motion of the individual ions. Instead, in its simplest incarnation, in the computational model for Ca 2+ transport we propose, ions move around and diffuse in the junctional cytosol in a process akin to that of a gas expanding to occupy a given available volume. It is then possible to represent the ionic trajectories as a random walk in three dimensions [27] .
These trajectories are simulated by randomizing ion positions starting from their entrance into the junctional space through a point source, a Na + /Ca 2+ exchanger in our case (NCXs in Fig. 6 ), to either their capture by a sink (representing a SERCA pump) or their exit from the junctional space by diffusion through the sides of the junctions that are open to the bulk cytosol or via the gaps between the caveolae and the sarcoplasmic reticulum surface (see Figure 6 : The model used to represent one junction (not to scale). The 20-nm separation between membranes and their 400-nm lateral extension are estimated from electron microscopy images. The parallelepipedal shape is chosen for ease of implementation in the simulations. In the calculations, D varies from 0 (i.e., only one source at the centre of the junctional PM (jPM)) to 400 nm (i.e., two sources at opposite edges of the jPM). Fig. 3 ). Sink radii are estimated at 4.5 nm from structural information on SERCA pumps obtained from the "Protein data bank" [28, 29, 30] .
We can then infer the probability that ions be captured by the sinks, by taking the ratio of the number of captured Ca 2+ over the total number of ions having entered the junction during one full contraction. The variable "captures" in the graphs reported in Fig. 7 and 8 is calculated in this way.
In the proposed model, while we have an estimate of the number of sources in the junctions, we have no firm information on their position in the jPM. Moreover, there is currently very limited knowledge about the shape of the [Na + ] i gradient inside the junctional spaces. It is therefore very difficult to estimate how many of the total number of junctional Na + /Ca 2+ exchangers will be active in Ca 2+ -influx mode during each contraction-causing [Ca 2+ ] i oscillation. Because of this presently unresolved uncertainty, we have chosen to implement only two sources in our model (i. e., to consider that only two of the junctional NCXs reverse) to explore two of its aspects: 1) the plausibility of the model ideas, as it is reasonable to think that if the model works with only two sources, it will work a fortiori with a larger number of sources; 2) the dependence of the capture rate on the relative position of the sources: the anticipated uncertainty in the junctional [Na + ] i gradient details and the possible proximity of some of the NCXs to the edge of the junction lead us to expect that the positioning of the NCX on the jPM bear influence on the capture rate. We have first studied the latter item by placing the sources along an axis bisecting the jPM, in our computation, at several distances from each other (D of Fig. 6 ) and calculating the capture probability under these configurations. The results are reported in Fig. 7 . For this simulation we placed 100 sinks on the jSR. This number is an educated guess arrived at with the benefit of hindsight via information on the turnover rates and on density of SERCA pumps in SR membrane, as is explained in more detail in the next section. However, given the uncertainty in the number of pumps on the jSR, we have also calculated the capture probability vs. the number of sinks for our model junction. The results are shown in Fig. 8 . The data were obtained by averaging calculated captures from several simulations, in each of which the distance D between the two sources ( Fig. 6 ) was varied from D = 0, representing only one source at the centre of the jPM, to D = 400 nm, whereby the two sources are as far from each other as conditions allow, namely, at the edges of the jPM.
DISCUSSION
This work combines physiological studies on asynchronous [Ca 2+ ] oscillations observed by confocal microscopy in phenylephrine-stimulated rabbit IVC and transmission electron microscopy studies of the subcellular structure of the same cells to build a basis for a computational model that describes the refilling process of Ca 2+ in the sarcoplasmic reticulum during contractile activation of the cells. As such it also provides an example of a computational approach for simulating the generation of the cytoplasmic Ca 2+ gradients, which are essential for site-specific Ca 2+ 2 signaling.
The main question we set out to address by the development of this model was whether Fig. 6 . The "captures" are the percentage of Ca 2+ landing on a sink (SERCA) after entering the junction from one of two sources (NCXs) and random-walking through the junction. The dashed line indicates the 90% capture rate value, which is achieved on average with about 100 sinks. Each datum in this plot is an average of several simulations, in which the distance D (Fig. 6 ) between sources ranged from 0 to 400 nm.
it would be possible to move sufficient Ca 2+ to sustain contraction through the PM-SR junctions alone, occupying only, in terms of surface area, about 15% of the cell membrane.
The results of the numerical simulations based on the physical and physiological features of our model cells suggest that the answer is affirmative. In spite of the scarce availability of accurate experimental data on the SERCA 2b transporters-this pump's isoform preferentially expressed in vascular smooth muscle cell-and, to a lesser extent, on the Na + /Ca 2+ exchangers (mainly, the maximal rates of both transporters and the density of the former are in short supply), the main simulation results reported in Fig. 8 are a strong indication that the PM-SR junction system present in the smooth muscle cells of the rabbit IVC is capable of achieving the capture rates necessary to sustain the repetitive Ca 2+ release during [Ca 2+ ] oscillations.
Estimates of the density of SERCA pumps in smooth muscle cells from data in the literature vary from 6 to 18 million pumps per cell [23, 24, 25, 26] . We can make a ballpark calculation of the expected number of pumps per junction using 12 million pumps per cell. Measurements from the ultrustructural images we present herein suggest a ratio of about 1 to 30 between jSR and total SR. Having calculated that, on average, there are 1300 junctions per cell and assuming random distribution of pumps, we arrive at an estimate of about 300 SERCA/junction. Simulation results (Fig. 8 ) from our model support this figure, showing that between 200 and 400 SERCA pumps are necessary to capture more than 95% of the amount of Ca 2+ required to refill the SR under full contractile activation conditions for our smooth muscle cells.
As the ability of the Na + /Ca 2+ exchanger to reverse hinges on the competition between the junctional [Ca 2+ ] and [Na + ], it also important that we determine if the known conditions in the junctions agree with our model basic assumptions and ideas. For the model to work the Na + /Ca 2+ exchanger has to reverse only at the PM-SR junctions. This requires that only there the following relation be obeyed between the electrochemical potential of Na + (E Na ), of Ca 2+ (E Ca ) and the membrane potential (V M ):
By expanding Eq. (1), recalling that in general
, where R is the universal gas constant, T the absolute temperature, C z+ is a z-valent cation, and F is Faraday's constant, we obtain a lower limit on the value of Na + concentration [Na + ] i necessary to achieve NCX reversal. We find such limit as [Na + ] i > 12 mM, using V M = −60 mV, [Na + ] o = 145 mM, [Ca 2+ ] i = 10 −4 mM, [Ca 2+ ] o = 1.5 mM, R = 8.3 J/(mol K), T = 310 K, and F = 9.65 × 10 4 J/V. Other researchers have shown that the low affinity isoforms Na + pump, α 2 and α 3 , having k d ≈24-33 mM, are specifically localized at the junctions [31, 32] . The picture of preferential NCX reversal at the junctions is further supported by measurements by our laboratory (unpublished at time of writing), which suggest a subplasmalemmal cytosol [Na + ] i approaching 20 mM under stimulation. Using data from patch-clamp studies on Ca 2+ influx current of cardiac sodium-calcium exchange as a function of [Na + ], we were able to estimate that at values of [Na + ] i around 20 mM the NCX in our cell junctions would be working at about 30% of V max , or likely around 50 s −1 .
Clearly, it would lend considerable support to the model if the NSCC and NCX were exclusively at the PM-SR junctions and if Na + removal was regulated not to decrease [Na + ] i below NCX reversal values. By obtaining electron micrographs of gold immunolabeled IVC smooth muscle cells ( Fig. 2 and 4) , we have determined the density of NCX transporters in junctional and non-junctional regions of the plasma membrane. Our results indicate a twenty five fold higher density of NCX in the junctional PM compared to the non-junctional PM. The electron micrographs also show the average dimension of the junctional spaces, their remarkable uniformity in depth (averaging around 20 nm) and their limits near caveolae; the latter often pierce through the thin superficial SR. The newly obtained ultrastructural and gold immunolabeling data combined with results from earlier physiological and pharmacological studies on the asynchronous oscillations during contractions of smooth muscle cells, as well as with data on NCX and SERCA transporters (the main transporters involved in the process, according to earlier findings from this laboratory [2] ), obtained by other researchers, yield a coherent quantitative model of the junctions and, in turn, the basis for the computational simulations we report.
Although there is strong evidence that NSCC play a major role in the maintenance of asynchronous oscillations ( [2, 3] ) their possible localization at the PM-SR junctions remains to date an intriguing hypothesis. Clustering of the NSCC would give rise to non-uniform gradients that would work as position-dependent activators of Ca 2+ -influx mode NCX.
The present work sets on firm ground several ideas on the genesis, causes and sequence of events responsible for the observed phenylephrine-mediated asynchronous Ca 2+ oscillations in the smooth muscle cells of the rabbit IVC. It is however apparent from this study that more attention should be dedicated to several important, but so far somewhat neglected, aspects of this system: 1) the detailed characterization of the Na + /Ca 2+ exchanger vascular smooth muscle cell isoforms NCX1.3 and NCX1.7, specifically in regards to their V max ; 2) the identification of the NSCC-to date it has been suggested that it is a TRPC1 or TRPC6 channel; the localization of the NSCCs on the PM and their possible clustering in junctional regions thereof; in relation to the NSCC localization and clustering, the study of the junctional [Na + ] and [Ca 2+ ] gradients and their consequences on the NCX activation; the fact that the junctional NCX surface density appears to be so high near caveolae. Moreover it would be desirable to obtain a clearer understanding of the functional advantage of asynchronous oscillations over tonic [Ca 2+ ] i elevations. Our quantitative analysis relates to the off-rate of Ca 2+ from calmodulin tethered to the MLCK. If this is sufficiently slow, oscillations would maintain contraction at a lower average Ca 2+ , which would provide protection against processes such as apoptosis. Another important issue is the probable effectiveness of repetitive SR Ca 2+ release involving mitochondrial Ca 2+ signaling. A similar model as presented here could be applied to the mitochondria-SR junctions.
This study furthers the understanding of several mechanisms and processes behind asynchronous Ca 2+ oscillations by providing strong quantitative support to previous physiological findings about this phenomenon.
It furthermore identifies several important investigative directions for research to take both to shed new light on this type of oscillations and to improve knowledge on the general role of Ca 2+ signaling in vascular smooth muscle cell contraction.
